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ABSTRACT 
Elastic bodies o r  systems may no t  require external energy for certain 
f in i t e  and continuous deformations. 
effortless, or  neutral, deformations are the subject o f  this paper. 
Conditions providing these kinds of 
INTRODUCTION 
If the total strain energy in a solid body o r  system remains constant 
during i t s  elastic deformation, a neutral equilibrium state  i s  obtained. 
No external effort then i s  needed for this deformation assuming the 
supports  or guides are frictionless. 
such a deformation, then the losses due t o  fr iction would introduce the 
only demand for external effort. Although an elasticity approach t o  
determine the strain energy level'would be extremely diff icul t  for 
large deformations, simplified approaches such as beam or shell theories 
offer practical solutions. 
If friction is considered during 
Time independent stress o r  strain fields in Eulerian coordinazes may 
be the simplest form of neutral deformation. In this  special case, a 
stress or strain dependent boundary also remains fixed, and the de- 
formation takes place in a rigid envelope similar t o  a steady fluid 
flow. 
as illustrated i n  the following examples. 
t o  determine whether or  no t  the macroscopic condition of a system,and 
consequently i t s  stress field, are time independent. 
These non-apparent deformations can be identified by inspection 
I t  i s  generally no t  difficult  
PRACTICAL EXAMPLES FOR NEUTRAL DEFORMATIONS 
Flexible Shaft and a Spinor Problem 
An in i t ia l ly  straight,flexible shaft or rod having cross sections of 
equal principal moments of inertia and being guided o r  supported along 
a fixed curve can be rotated freely about  i t s  deformed axis (fig. 1). 
During this  deformation, the stress distribution in the rod (not  nec- 
essarily prismatic) i s  generally time dependent. However, since the 
bending stiffness around any cross section is constant, the deformed 
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rod axis (e las t ica)  and, consequently, the to ta l  strain energy remain time 
independent w i t h i n  the approximations of beam theory. The stress dis- 
tri b u t i o n  also becomes time independent If the rod is axisymmetrical. 
A steady torque transmission through a guided flexible shaf t  does not 
change the foregoing discussion,and the deformation s t i l l  remains neutral. 
As an aside, i t  can be noted tha t  if the angular velocity vectors a t  A 
and B ends a re  coll inear and i n  opposite direction ( --W ) and if the 
bA=O and fl '-2uA'2+. T h i s  spinor lroblem (ref.  1)  was employed t o  pro- 
vide a dirgct  connection between a rotating and a fixed platform which 
was patented i n  1971 (ref.  2) .  
supports '  frame is rotated by nF=-U then the absolut 3- ve 4 oc i t ies  become 
Free Invertible Rings 
If the free ends A and B of a f lexible  rod are bonded together, a f ree  
invertible r i n g  is  obtained. 
c i rcular  ( f i g .  2). 
Withou t  the guides, the r i n g  becomes 
A f ree  invert ible  r i n g  can also be obtained by bonding two molded rings 
of certain cross sections (such as semi circular  sections) a f t e r  invert- 
i n g  one through 180" ( f i g .  3 ) .  The spli t  r i n g  idea was applied t o  rol- 
lable belts and patented i n  1928 (ref .  3 ) .  
In general, the uniform inversion of a non-strained slender r i n g  about 
a g iven  c i rcular  axis requires a uniformly distributed torque and a 
uniformly distributed radial load. The torque is  a sum of the f i r s t  
and second harmonic functions of toroidal displacement (0)  while the 
radial load i s  a f i r s t  harmonic function of toroidal displacement (ref. 
4 and author 's  disclosure, Oct. 1973). When two bonded rings are being 
inverted about their common circular  axis , the second harmonic torques 
can be eliminated by a suitable choice of cross sections. Also, the 
sum of the f i rs t  harmonic torques on the radial loads can be eliminated 
by introducing a difference of 180' between the inversion phases of 
the two rings. 
Belt and Pulleys 
During a steady load transmission, the stress d i s t r i b u t i o n  i n  a uniform 
bel t  ( f ig .  4)  remains the same, ignoring non-elastic properties of con- 
ventional bel t  materials. The deformation of this belt can, therefore, 
be called neutral. In this system, load transmission requires f r i c t ion  
between the be l t  and pulleys, b u t  then the microslips a t  t he i r  contacts 
produce an unavoi dab1 e sma 1 1 res i stance . 
If  a bel t  of non-uniform s t i f fness  is  considered, i t s  deformation will 
no longer be neutral. 
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Rolamite ( re f .  5) 
Two ro l l e r s  wrapped by a f l a t  band move almost f reely between parallel  
guides  ( f i g .  5). 
and s t ra in  energy level i n  the s t ra ight  portions (AB f CD)  and time i n -  
dependent s t ress  d i s t r i b u t i o n  i n  the wrapped portion ( B C ) .  
The pretensioned e l a s t i c  band presents constant stress 
Rol l ing  Elements 
Stress d i s t r i b u t i o n  i n  load-carrying roll ing elements such as locomotive 
wheels remains constant i n  a transported frame. A small r o l l i n g  resist- 
ance accompanies their neutral deformation, b u t  this is  mainly due to  
microslips a t  wheel-track contacts ( re f .  6 ) .  
Some common load-carrying elements , e.g. radial ball bearings, undergo 
a non-neutral deformation because of a cyclic load and stress variation 
a t  ball-race contacts. 
CONCLUSION 
A neutral deformation concept is defined,and two basic rules are employed 
t o  identify a large deformation of this kind w i t h  o r  w i t h o u t  help o f  addition- 
a l  assumptions. Some practical applications have been presented. I t  i s  hoped 
tha t  fur ther  investigations i n  this f i e ld  may lead t o  new developments. 
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Figure 1.- Flexible shaft.  
Figure 2,- Ring made of rod. 
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Figure 4,- B e l t  and pulleys. 
Figure 5 . -  Rolamite. 
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